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a The studied compounds are abbreviated with M (methanol), B (t-butyl alcohol) and E (ethanol). To describe cluster composition, these single letters are repeated according to the number of units present in donor-acceptor sequence.
Roman structure symbols denote the monomer unit involved in the vibration, italic symbols the passive monomer.
b If several signals arise in the matrix, the dominant ones are written in bold font. for each composition of mixed t-butyl alcohol-nitrogen aggregates optimised and calculated at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ level of theory. a Roman M symbols denote the methanol monomer unit involved in the vibration, italic symbols the passive monomer.
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b Spectral shifts in cm −1 relative to the corresponding vibration in the pure methanol fragments.
Cartesian coordinates for selected cluster structures within a 1 kJ mol −1 energy window from the minimum structure are given in Tables S4-S23. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org/. -0.09269 -0.74678 -0.81034 H -0.24498 -1.68534 -0.66133 N 2.87993 0.39478 0.27185 N 3.31980 -0.41826 -0.30707 Table S20 : Cartesian coordinates (in Å) of computed BBN H trimer from B3LYP-D3(BJ)/aVTZ geometry optimizations in Gaussian 09 Revision D.01 with convergence cutos set to 'verytight' and integration grid to 'SuperFine'.
